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		Japanese Tattoo Designs

		
			Welcome to StockKanji featuring authentic Japanese
			tattoo designs by Master Japanese Calligrapher Eri Takase.
		

		Each design is personally hand-brushed by Master Takase and
			meticulously scanned and documented. The Japanese tattoo design you
			receive is in Adobe PDF format and includes everything you need for
			the perfect tattoo. This means you get a high-resolution image of the
			original calligraphy and you get the all important line art that your
			tattoo artist must have to accurately ink the design.

		Each design is carefully researched and documented. We want you to
			be as happy with the meaning as you are with Master Takase's
			beautiful Japanese tattoo designs.

		With you order, you can immediately download your tattoo design.
			There is no waiting. And ordering is easy. You can get your authentic
			Japanese Tattoo today!
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                    Customer comments

                    
                                                                
                                        I had ordered a tattoo from Eri but the link wouldn�t pop up on my browser, I contacted Eri and explained what happened, and she was so quick to solveMore »

                                        Haylee

                                    

                                                                    
                                        Love this site and service. Look at it all the time for ideas. I wanted my daughter's name for a tattoo but depending on how it's pronounced it could More »

                                        Jay

                                    

                                                                    
                                        Eri put your ideas on paper. Some times it is difficult to get the translations right. I had some doubt about the names and the way the were pronounceMore »

                                        Ruud

                                    

                                                                    
                                        I could not be more thrilled and in awe of the beautiful work you've done on both the scroll and the Kiri box.  It's absolutely perfect.  Thank you soMore »

                                        Sal

                                    

                                                                    
                                        I asked alot of questions for a specific pattern for a tattoo and Eri answered everyone of them, and then some.

She is very professionaMore »

                                        Vince Vanlandeghem
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      	You have an error in your SQL syntax	


    
	
1064 - You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual that corresponds to your MariaDB server version for the right syntax to use near '' at line 1

SELECT symbol_right FROM currencies  WHERE currencies_id =

Filename: /templates/creator/header.php
Line: 26

    




